Platelet-rich plasma (PRP) contains growth factors derived from venous blood. Bone marrow concentrate (BMC) is an analogous platelet-rich product that is generated from bone marrow aspirate and might have the added advantage of containing mesenchymal stem cells. The active growth factors are platelet-derived growth factor, transforming growth factor β, vascular endothelial growth factor, hepatocyte growth factor, fibroblast growth factor, and epidermal growth factor. It is probable that a multitude of factors and cells play a role in inducing healing of hard or soft tissues that have been acutely or chronically injured or diseased. PRP can be used alone or in conjunction with surgical reconstruction to achieve better healing of tissues. Our group has treated 634 patients with PRP or BMC for nonunions, malunions, arthritis, malalignments, tendinopathies, tendon ruptures, plantar fasciitis, fractures, or ligament injuries that were performed in a variety of healthy and unhealthy patients. Overall, the results were favorable with very limited morbidity. In general, healing was more complete and rapid compared with historic norms, but failures can still occur. Condition-specific retrospective and prospective studies are underway to further establish the role of PRP in foot and ankle conditions and reconstructions.
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Platelet-rich products can be obtained from autologous blood (platelet-rich plasma [PRP]) or bone marrow aspirate via concentration of the platelets/white blood cells and removal of the red blood cells and platelet-poor plasma (PPP). According to Welch et al, bone marrow aspirate contains a similar concentration of platelets as peripheral blood. Although bone marrow itself does not contain a high number of platelets, it is common to have some level of peripheral blood dilution during marrow aspiration. This is evident with the approximately $1 \times 10^6$ platelets/µL found in the bone marrow concentrate. In addition, the percentage recovery of available platelets (81.3%) is similar to reports for blood-derived PRP. The magnitude of the concentration depends on the preparation systems. The clinical use of PRPs has been reported for a wide variety of applications, most prevalently during maxillofacial surgery to accelerate peri-implant soft tissue and bone healing, for healing problematic wounds, sports medicine indications, spine surgeries, and recently in foot and ankle injuries. It has been investigated for soft-tissue repair and the regeneration of bone, cartilage, fascia (Fig. 1), tendon (Fig. 2), and ligaments. Using cell-separating systems, PRP provides various critical growth factors that participate in tissue-repair processes. However, the data in soft tissue in the foot and ankle are mixed. A controlled study evaluating PRP injections in chronic Achilles tendinopathy failed to show significance. Criticisms of this study included the following: it was underpowered, a short follow-up, nonchronic injury inclusion, PRP was delivered by bolus injection rather than a peppering delivery, and there was a lack of controlled rehabilitation. Recently Monto presented his results of Achilles tendinopathy and reported improvements from the baseline conditions. Gaweda et al noted an improvement in their prospective evaluation of Achilles tendinopathy treated with PRP. Sanchez et al reported that in athletes undergoing Achilles tendon repair, PRP supplementation was associated...
with a quicker return of motion, running, and training as well as less scar tissue as retrospectively compared with a matched group. This study was contradicted by Schepull et al. who found that there was no improvement in elasticity modulus or heel raise index with a lower Achilles tendon total rupture score in the PRP group.

Bone marrow aspirate can be concentrated using very similar techniques, with the concentrated solution containing mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs), endothelial progenitor stem cells (EPCs), and other progenitor cells. The cells have roles independently and in combination with each other to initiate and maintain a healing response. They secrete trophic, paracrine, and growth factors that are immunomodulatory, profibrotic, and promote angiogenesis and hematopoiesis, which are all important factors in the wound-healing process. In addition, they have the ability to differentiate, and they help establish new vascular and musculoskeletal tissues.

Bone marrow concentrate (BMC) is also used for a broad spectrum of clinical applications, such as spine surgery, simple bone cysts, and fracture delayed union or non-union. However, foot and ankle BMC studies are limited. Pinzur investigated the use of PRP and unconcentrated bone marrow aspirate in 44 high-risk diabetic patients with Charcot foot arthropathy. Bony union was obtained in 42 of 46 feet at 26.2 ± 12.2 months, concluding that PRP and BMA had comparable results to autologous cancellous bone grafting. BMC application in chronic ulcer treatment especially in the ischemic limb has shown some benefit. Finally, the treatment of osteochondral lesions with BMC has shown promising results with an improved American Orthopaedic Foot and Ankle Society score at a minimum 24-month follow-up in 48 patients.

**Growth Factors in PRP**

PRP contains various growth factors that play important roles in cell proliferation, chemotaxis, cell differentiation, and angiogenesis concentrations. The basic cytokines identified include platelet-derived growth factor, transforming growth factor β, vascular endothelial growth factor, hepatocyte...
growth factor, fibroblast growth factor, epidermal growth factor, and endothelial cell growth factor. The clinical benefit of these growth factors contained in PRP or BMC for the treatment of pathologies of the foot or ankle is derived from these biological properties. The molecular mechanisms of action and preclinical studies supporting the use of these growth factors is covered elsewhere in this special edition of Operative Techniques in Sports Medicine and therefore will not be reviewed herein.

**PRP/BMC Collection and Processing**

Two different sources for platelet concentrate can be used. Traditionally, autologous blood is obtained from a peripheral blood draw and mixed with various anticoagulants (eg, anticoagulant citrate dextrose solution A (ACD-A). Volumes are based on technique, technology, quality, and quantity desired (10-120 mL). Alternatively, bone marrow aspiration can be obtained from any of the standard autograft locations, (eg, iliac crest, proximal/distal tibia, or calcaneus) mixed with anticoagulants and processed. Centrifugation is then typically used to generate PRP or BMC. One difference between PRP and BMC is that BMC is a source of nucleated cells including (eg, MSCs, HSC, EPCs, and other progenitor cells).1,31 The mechanism of the therapeutic effect is uncertain, but numerous growth factors and cytokines have been studied. The role of MSCs and HSCs derived from human adult bone marrow on the healing of these tissues has been studied and evidence supports the role for both cell types.33,46,54,55

**Technique of Harvesting**

At the time of the surgery for the underlying foot or ankle disorder, bone marrow aspiration is performed from the anterior iliac crest, proximal tibia, or lateral calcaneus. The method used has been described by Hernigou et al.45,46 With carefully drawing out of 4-mL aliquots and then repositioning the needle, 2,579 ± 1,121 progenitors/cm³ (range, 60-6,120 progenitors/cm³) can be concentrated.46

**Iliac Crest**

Typically, a bump, bean bag, or folded sheets are placed under the hemipelvis. This brings the anterior ilium forward and shifts the abdominal tissues toward midline and away from the site. The anterior super iliac spine is palpated, and beginning 3 to 5 cm proximal to this point, a cannula/trochar system is used. Through a 2- to 3-mm incision, the surgeon palpates the inner and outer table of the iliac wing, and the harvesting trochar perforates the bone between the tables. The trochar is advanced 4 cm manually or more routinely with the assistance of a mallet (Fig. 3). Next, the trochar is removed, and a 30-mL syringe filled with 4 mL of ACD-A is connected to the threaded end of the cannula. Aspiration of 2 to 4 mL is performed while rotating the cannula. The cannula is then withdrawn 1 cm, and another 2 to 4 mL of bone marrow is aspirated. This process of withdrawing and rotating the harvest device after aspiration of 2 to 4 mL continues until the cannula’s side perforations are no longer within the bone. The syringe is detached and gently mixed by multiple inversions with the ACD-A so the aspirate does not coagulate. Next, the harvest device is repositioned deeply at another angle while still maintaining orientation between the 2 bone tables. For a standard lower-leg or foot procedure, 30 to 60 mL is harvested (actually 26 mL or 54 mL of bone marrow aspirate plus the 4 mL or 8 mL of ADC-A).

**Proximal Tibia**

The tibia will be selected if the patient has pendulous abdomen that precludes palpation of the pelvic landmarks which is necessary for a safe pelvic aspiration (Fig. 4). It is also indicated if the patient is unable to be adequately sedated for a comfortable harvest. Another indication is to avoid contaminated tissues. We have found that the cell count here is 40% of the iliac crest but that the growth factors were at a similar concentration (Bae SY and Schon LC, unpublished data, 2008). The joint line is palpated as is the boundaries of the medial face of the tibia. A 2- to 3-mm incision is made 3 to 4 cm below the joint. The method of withdrawal is the same as mentioned earlier.

**Lateral Calcaneus**

An alternative to iliac crest and proximal tibia is the lateral calcaneus. This site is chosen when only 30 mL of aspirate is needed, typically for a mid- or forefoot procedure (Fig. 5). The 2- to 3-mm incision is made over the tuberosity posterior to the sural nerve territory, approximately one quarter of the way between the posterior aspect of the heel and the tip of the fibula. The trochar assembly is introduced manually frequently without the need of the mallet, perpendicular to the bone and penetrated 2 to 3.5 cm. Aspiration is performed as described earlier.

**Delivery**

According to the authors’ preferred technique based on clinical experience, administration is based on the chronicity,
location, and pathology. PRP from peripheral blood is used primarily in the clinic/office setting, and BMC is used in the operative suite. We have used PRP in the office setting to successfully treat a broad spectrum of conditions, including chronic fasciitis and tendinopathy. Plantar fasciitis and mid-substance and insertional Achilles tendinopathy predominate. Other tendons that we have treated include tibialis posterior, peroneal tendons, tibialis anterior, extensor digitorum longus, and metatarsal phalangeal joint ligaments. Successful case selection begins with structures that have mechanical integrity and are not elongated beyond efficacy. In general, the typical case for PRP treatment is one in which the standard conservative treatment has failed (eg, relative rest, avoidance of the offending activities, bracing, stretching, physical therapy, and anti-inflammatory medications), and surgery is being considered. Some of these conditions have also been considered for extracorporeal shockwave treatment or have undergone a course of this modality. Currently, we do not have any insight as to whether PRP is better than extracorporeal shockwave treatment.56

Our technique in the office setting first involves mapping out the areas of maximal tenderness. The skin is prepped, and a local field block is then performed. The pH-buffered PRP is injected using a 25-G needle with a “peppering” technique in which multiple penetrations of the tendon or fascia are performed while placing small amounts throughout the extent of the affected area. We speculate that the multiple penetrations create localized zones of trauma without seriously compromising the mechanical integrity of the tendon or fascia. The coupling of the controlled “injury” and the triggering of the healing cascade with the PRP or BMC instigates cellular responses and tissue repair. Based on the affected area, patients are instructed to wear a boot brace for hindfoot and ankle conditions or a postoperative shoe for midfoot and forefoot conditions. The immobilization of the foot and or ankle is throughout the day with instructions for exercises and weight-bearing dorsiflexion of the ankle 5 times a day for 20 minutes. The bracing is often recommended for 6 weeks but may be used for 3 to 12 weeks. Patients are informed that there will be a flare of pain that can last for 2 weeks but should settle down by 6 weeks. Healing, based on self-reported relief and function, coupled with clinical examination can take 3 months so activities are gradually reintroduced as tolerated.

BMC is used within the operative suite because of the discomfort associated with bone marrow aspiration. Our indications have expanded from delayed unions and non-unions to at-risk fractures (eg, pilons, calcaneal, and an ankle with associated deltoid injury), acute chronic tendon injuries, and arthrodesis cases. Additional indications include compromised hosts, patients with multiple comorbidities, complex cases with multiple independent fusions, osteotomies, or tendon/ligamentous procedures.

For bone-healing purposes, the bone graft (ie, autograft, allograft, or synthetic depending on the indication) is soaked in PRP. BMC can be infused (soaked) into demineralized bone matrix (DBM) (about 1.5 mL PRP to 5 mL DBM) or structural allograft (femoral head) or autograft to serve any need. This will be inserted into the bone or arthrodesis site just before wound closure after final irrigation has been completed. If PRP is used for tendon healing or if there is a nonunion without a void, PRP can be injected via an 18-G needle into the tissue envelop (eg, synovial sheath and perioseal sleeve) once the deep tissues are closed. During injection, a dry field achieved through hemostasis, tourniquet, and the use of the Trendelenburg position is advantageous to minimize the additional egress of fluids that may limit the volume of fluid injected. Thrombin can be used to generate a PRP gel/clot, but this gel state is difficult to attain with BMC in our experience, so thrombin is not used with BMC in our clinical applications. In addition, there have been studies that have suggested that using the thrombin increases the rate of growth factor release and decreases its efficacy in enhancing bone healing.57 Finally outside of the United States, bovine thrombin is generally not available, and the more expensive recombinant thrombin is used. As an alternative to exogenous thrombin, kits are available to generate thrombin from the patient’s venous blood. To minimize runoff of BMC from the desired location, it is injected with an 18-G needle at a location away from the incision in the desired location and slowly administered to minimize extravasation.

Clinical Case Experience

Over the last 4 years, 634 cases have been performed using PRP and/or BMC for foot and ankle problems. These cases are being clustered according to diagnosis and treatment for as-

Figure 6  (A) A lateral radiograph of a patient with diabetic Charcot neuroarthopathy that failed a prior attempt at hindfoot fusion for the correction of a rockerbottom deformity with broken hardware, nonunion, malunion, and new midfoot arthritis and collapse. (B) An oblique radiograph of the same patient. (C) After removing the broken hardware, realigning the foot, revising the triple arthrodesis, and preparing the midfoot joints for fusion, the femoral head allograft is washed meticulously removing any remaining marrow elements. (D) The graft is then soaked with bone marrow concentrate while the void/recipient site is prepared for the fusion. (E) The recipient site is contoured to receive the structural graft. (F) The 3-month lateral radiograph showing good graft incorporation with fusion of the hindfoot, 4th and 5th cuboid, and the second metatarsal-middle cuneiform fusions. (G) The 3-month oblique radiograph showing good graft incorporation and realignment of the foot.
sessment. A select group of 50 with multiple comorbidities was collected. In this study, BMC was used for complex lower-extremity reconstructions in high-risk patients as defined by multiple comorbidities and poor local healing factors. Patients were consented preoperatively for an institutional review board–approved BMC cellular and growth factor analysis study, and institutional review board approval was obtained for retrospective analysis. Preoperative conditions included one or more of the following: acute trauma, chronic trauma, arthritis, tendon rupture, deformity, fracture, Charcot, infection, and instability. Patients had local or systemic comorbidities (average, 3.5) and conditions (average, 2.9). The most common procedures performed were arthrodesis (33 patients) and revision or nonunion repair (21 and 20 patients, respectively). The bones treated were talus, metatarsals, and fibula, often with their adjacent joints. The BMC was used to augment allograft DBM, femoral head allograft, and autograft or autograft/DBM mixture. Additionally, BMC was injected into the grafting site in 8 patients. Postoperative symptoms and complaints (eg, pain, swelling, stiffness, foot dysfunction, and gait limitations) were significantly lower than preoperatively (2.2 ± 2.6 vs 8.0 ± 2.7; P < .001) and the use of bracing (10 vs 40 patients, <.001) or other support, such as a wheelchair or walker (10 vs 27 patients, <.001), was also lower. One patient died and therefore was lost to follow-up. After the initial reconstructive procedure, radiographic union was determined in 88% of patients. One patient reported prolonged pain at the bone marrow aspiration site (iliac crest) that resolved at 10 days postoperatively. There were no infections or wound complications related to the BMC harvest site. It was concluded that in selected high-risk patients because of local or systemic conditions, the use of autologous BMC to augment bone grafting was safe. The effect of BMC in patient outcomes could not be isolated, but there was a significant improvement in comorbidities and the use of bracing or other support after surgical treatment with the use of adjuvant BMC (Fig. 6).

PRP/BMC is used in our current practice as an adjunct to treat a broad spectrum of foot and ankle pathology. In our group of 634 patients treated, we have reviewed the diagnosis. Included are Achilles tendon rupture (20 patients), Achilles tendinopathy (midsubstance, 12 patients; insertional, 7 patients), avascular necrosis (9 patients) (navicular and talus), fracture (81 patients [ankle, calcaneus (16 patients), midfoot, metatarsal, pilon, sesamoid, talus, Tibia, and lisfranc]), malunion (15 patients [ankle, forefoot, hind foot, midfoot, and talus]), nonunion (56 patients [forefoot, metatarsal, ankle, midfoot, navicular, hind foot, talus, and tibia]), delayed union (6 patients [ankle, midfoot, forefoot, and hindfoot]), tendonosis (82 patients [peroneal tendons, extensor digitorum longus tendon, deltoid ligament, metatarsalphalangeal joint capsule, tibialis anterior, tibialis posterior, and plantar fascia], reconstruction (344 patients [ankle, forefoot, midfoot, and hindfoot]), and wounds (2 patients).

We have encountered few complications related to the use of PRP/BMC. Five patients of the 634 have had a painful donor site that resolved between 7 and 40 days. There were no other donor-site complications (ie, infection, wound healing problems, drainage, hernia, nerve damage, or scar pain). Of the 50 patients in the comorbidity study, there was 1 patient with a delayed union and 4 patients with nonunions. The delayed union of a triple arthrodesis went on to solid union after drilling, exchange of screws, and repeat BMC. The nonunions entailed 1 tibiotalocalcaneal arthrodesis, 1 hindfoot reconstruction, 1 navicular fracture, and 1 talus fracture. All patients successfully united with revision surgery.

In comparison, a nonunion rate of 35% (14/40 feet) was reported in a group of patients with pre-operative diagnosis of a nonunion or deemed at high risk for nonunion using an implantable bone stimulator. Additionally, the authors (including LCS [senior author]) reported an increased potential for complications when using the bone stimulator in the diabetic patients. In neuropathic midfoot reconstruction, nonunion rates of 26% to 28% have been reported. Thus, in the higher-risk patients, BMC may be more effective than implantable bone stimulators. Further studies are warranted to assess the relative benefits further.

Conclusions

PDGF (vascular endothelial growth, transforming growth factor, fibroblast growth factor, and so on) into the injured or diseased musculoskeletal structure. When the platelet-rich product is derived from bone marrow versus that derived from peripheral blood, cellular elements (ie, MSCs, HSCs, EPCs, mononuclear cells, and various progenitor cells) are active in the concentrate. Various conditions in the foot and ankle can be treated with these adjuvants. More clinical and basic science research is warranted to determine the role of these therapeutic modalities.
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